Handbook for capacity entry in AX4
For suppliers of DEUTZ AG
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1. Login on the AX4 platform

The login area for the AX4 platform can be found under the link https://www.ax4.com/ax4/?ID=153117&lang=en. DEUTZ AG will provide the user id and password to the supplier by e-mail. The password is only valid for the first login, after this it has to be changed.

![Figure 1: Login on the AX4 platform](image)

**Note:** Please note that the entry of capacity data on the AX4 platform does not replace any obligation to inform or any subject matter of contract. This information serves for strategic planning within DEUTZ AG. The delivery schedules are still binding for the supplier.
After a successful login the following view should appear in the browser. If there are any part numbers which have not been assigned to any machine yet, these will be listed as well with a corresponding advice.

Figure 2: View in the browser after successful login
2. Selecting capacity entry

After logging in the following selection has to be made: Capacity => Create tooling capacity

![Selection for creating tooling capacity]

Figure 3: Selection for creating tooling capacity
3. Entry of capacity data

After the appropriate selection the following view should appear in the browser. In this view a tooling/production line, the part numbers which are manufactured on it and the corresponding capacities can be entered.

Figure 4: Overview of the capacity entry

A. Identification of tooling/production line: In this field a denomination for the tooling/production line has to be entered. The chosen denomination can only be used once for a tooling/production line. If the same name is picked for another tooling/production line the system will not allow to save the entries.

The name can be changed at any time by clicking on the button Edit.

Figure 5: Entry of an identification for the tooling/production line
B. In this area the actual capacity information has to be entered.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Time period</th>
<th>Current capacity pcs./week (DEUTZ only)</th>
<th>Maximum capacity pcs./week (DEUTZ only)</th>
<th>Current capacity shifts/week</th>
<th>Maximum capacity shifts/week</th>
<th>Ramp up +15% (in weeks)</th>
<th>Ramp up +30% (in weeks)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>add part no.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>add part no.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>add part no.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 6: Entry of capacity data**

- **Time period**: Entry of the date from which the stated capacity will be valid. With the Add positions button up to 999 additional time periods can be created. The clearing up process has to managed by the supplier.
- **Current capacity pcs./week (DEUTZ only)**: Entry of the output in pieces per week, which are actually being produced in the corresponding time period. If the tooling/production line is being used for other customers as well, the relevant output to be stated is the one for DEUTZ AG only. A separator for thousands should not be used.
- **Maximum capacity pcs./week (DEUTZ only)**: The maximum output in pieces per week that can be produced in the corresponding time period.
- **Current capacity shifts/week**: Entry of the number of shifts per week being worked on the tooling/production line in order to reach the current output.
- **Maximum capacity shifts/week**: The number of shifts per week being worked in order to reach the maximum output.
- **Ramp up +15% (in weeks)**: The number of weeks necessary to increase the maximum output by 15%.
- **Ramp up +30% (in weeks)**: The number of weeks necessary to increase the maximum output by 30%.
- **Add part no.**: Clicking this button will allow to assign part numbers to the tooling/production line. Part numbers have to be assigned to its tooling/production line only in the first time period that is being entered. Only DEUTZ part numbers can be entered.

**Note**: The part numbers assigned in the first time period are valid for all subsequent time periods. Therefore the first time period should not be deleted, otherwise all the part numbers have to be entered again.
C. *Add positions/Delete position*: These buttons can be used for creating additional positions or deleting existing positions. This enables the entry of additional time periods, where other capacities might be applicable.

*Figure 7: Adding and deleting positions*
4. Assigning part numbers to a tooling/production line

The *Add part no.* button will allow for assigning part numbers to the corresponding machine.

![Image of AX4 interface for assigning part numbers]

**Figure 8: Assigning part numbers to a tooling/production line**

![Image of detailed view for assigning part numbers]

**Figure 9: Detailed view of assigning part numbers**

A guideline on how to upload multiple part numbers from an external source can be found in 6. Upload of multiple part numbers on page 11.
5. Entry of operating figures and completing the capacity entry

In the lower part there is a query of operating figures. If the content is applicable to the corresponding tooling/production line, the supplier can document it by clicking the related checkbox.

The field other points provides space for additional information and comments. If for instance, the values for a ramp up (+15% and +30%) are not realizable, but a ramp up of +20% would be, then this information might be entered at this point.

![Query of operating figures](image)

**Figure 10: Entry of operating figures**

The capacity entry has to be completed by clicking the button confirm capacity entry. All the entered data will be saved by clicking release capacity. The Edit button allows for changing the data again.

![Edit and Release capacity buttons](image)

**Figure 11: Completing the capacity entry**
6. Upload of multiple part numbers

It is possible to upload multiple part numbers from an external file like a list of Microsoft Excel or from an ERP system. Therefore in a first step the tooling/production line and its capacity data have to be entered as described in 3. Entry of capacity data and 5. Entry of operating figures and completing the capacity entry. Then the following selection has to be made: *Capacity => Machine overview*

![Figure 12: Selecting Machine overview](image)
A list of all toolings/production lines is provided by clicking on the tab “All”. Marking the checkbox and clicking the button *Upload article-no.*, will open a new window that allows for uploading multiple part numbers.

Figure 13: Machine overview and selection for uploading multiple part numbers
In the following window multiple part numbers can be entered by copying them from an external source like a Microsoft Excel file or an ERP system. If the part numbers that have been added to that tooling/production line before should be deleted, the checkbox in the upper part of the window can be marked. This will assign only the part numbers currently copied into the window by clicking the button *Upload*.

![Figure 14: Detailed view for uploading multiple part numbers](image-url)

Figure 14: Detailed view for uploading multiple part numbers
7. Updates of capacity data

The supplier will be requested periodically to check and update the capacity data if necessary. A reminder for checking the capacity data will be sent automatically by e-mail every 4 month from the last modification date. Any changes of the capacity data has to be communicated immediately.

For changing capacity data the following selection has to be made: Capacity => Machine overview

Figure 15: Selecting Machine overview
A list of all toolings/production lines is provided by clicking on the tab „All“:

![Image](image.png)

**Figure 16: Overview of all entered toolings/production lines**

A click on the symbol ![click symbol] will open the view of the capacity data entry (see figure 4) and will allow changing the data for the selected tooling/production line.

**Note:** Even if there is no need to change the existent capacity data, it has to be confirmed by clicking the buttons `Confirm capacity entry` and `Release capacity` (see figure 10 and 11). The `Release capacity` button will appear right after clicking the `Confirm capacity entry` button at the bottom of the page. Then the data will be transferred to the SAP system of DEUTZ AG as the current valid capacity and the state of the corresponding tooling/production line will change from “Update needed” to “Update not needed”.
8. Contact

For any questions please contact:

Torben Decker,

Tel.: +49 (0) 221 822 4203 or

e-mail to: bkm.de@deutz.com.